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II.1 Introduction
In order to achieve high reliability the VIENNA Rectifier should
continue in operation also for heavily unbalanced mains phase voltages or in
case of a phase loss (two-phase operation). Furthermore, for economic
reasons the system should be designed for a wide input voltage range. These
aspects are of major importance e.g. for telecommunications power supply
systems.
In order to facilitate a comparison of the proposed control concept to a
conventional control [12]which employs average current mode controllers

(ramp comparison phase current controllers), the conventional control should
be discussed briefly first. .
The conventional control concept depicted in Fig.II.1 provides a mains
voltage proportional guidance of the input phase currents for any unbalance
of the mains phase voltages and in wide input voltage range. There, for twophase operation no changes of the control structure (in contrast to [13]) have
to be performed. The partial output voltages of the VIENNA Rectifier are
controlled to be of equal value and a stationary overload of the system is
prevented by a limitation of the amplitude of the phase currents to a given
maximum value independent of the mains voltage conditions.

Fig.II.1: Power circuit and structure of a conventional control [12] of the VIENNA Rectifier.
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the phase current references iN,i*) is given in [8] and [9] and therefore shall
be omitted here for the sake of brevity.

II.2 Conventional Control Concept
As shown in Fig.II.1 the control is realized in a two-loop structure
where the inner current control loop employs a ramp comparison current
controller for each phase; the outer control loop controls the total value of
the output voltage and provides a balancing of the partial output voltages.
For the inner current control loop a mains voltage pre-control signal mi
is used which is derived from the measured mains phase voltages. Therefore,
a high quality input current shape and/or a low current control error can be
achieved also with purely P-type current controllers. An I-type component
(which would saturate, e.g., for two phase operation without additional
measures) is not required.
Due to referring the sensing uN,i’ of the mains voltages (Q1, Q2, Q3 in
Fig.II.1) to an artificial neutral point N´ which is formed by a star connection
of equal resistors (50k) with parallel connected capacitors (0.1uF) an
eventually existing zero component of the input voltages
u N ,0 = u N , R + u N , S + u N ,T

is not measured (the actual mains phase

voltages uN,i are referred to mains neutral point N). Therefore, the sum of the
measured mains phase voltages is equal to zero
u ' N , R +u ' N , S +u ' N ,T = 0 .

(II.1)

The zero component uN,0 of the phase voltages uN,i cannot result in any
current because there is no connection between the output center point M of
the rectifier and the mains neutral point N. Hence, uN,0 has not to be taken
into account for the formation of the input voltage pre-control signals.
In order to attenuate the noise with pulse frequency, a filtering of the
mains voltages is provided. Due to the negative influence of a phase shift of
the voltage measurement on the shape of the resulting mains currents
(especially in the vicinity of current zero crossing, cf. signals ÎD⋅sign(uN,i’) in
Fig.II.1) there advantageously a band-pass filter (BP) with zero phase shift at
50(60)Hz (low frequency cut-off at 5Hz, high frequency cut-off at 500Hz) is
employed. Due to the wide pass-band the filter can be used with 50Hz or
60Hz mains frequency.
The current reference signals are derived from the voltages uN,i’.
According to Eq.(II.1) this results in
i*N , R + i*N , S + i*N ,T = 0

(II.2)

whereby the condition for the input currents iN , R + iN , S + iN ,T = 0 given

The bandwidth of the output voltage control has to be set to values as
known from single-phase power factor correction (10...20 Hz) [15]. This is
due to the pulsation of the total rectifier output power in case of unbalanced
mains conditions (or for two-phase operation) with twice the mains
frequency which results in a corresponding output voltage fluctuation and
would lead to a low-frequency distortion of the input current shape
(deviation from the sinusoidal and/or mains voltage proportional shape) for
high output voltage controller gain. There, a high output voltage control error
occurring due to small controller gain in case of load steps can be prevented
by a load current feed-forward and/or by a step-like increasing the controller
gain for high output voltage control error.

II.2.1 Derivation of the Reference Currents
The output signal of the output voltage controller can be interpreted as
reference value of the power p*=(iC*+iL)⋅U0 to be delivered to the output (cf.
Fig.II.2, iC* is the reference value of the output capacitors charging current,
iL denotes the load current).
There a microcontroller calculates a conductivity g* corresponding to
the ohmic mains behavior of the rectifier
g* =

p*
,
U N2 , R

,

+ U N2 , S + U N2 ,T

(II.3)

,

(UN,i´ denotes the rms value of a mains phase voltage). Subsequently, the
conductivity g* is limited in order to keep the input current amplitude lower
than the allowable maximum value ÎN,max
IˆN , max
*
glim
< g max =
.
(II.4)
max[Uˆ N ,i , ]
Finally, the current reference values are calculated by multiplying the
limited conductivity reference value glim* with the corresponding phase
voltages voltage uN,i’. Therefore, the maximum output power is proportional
to the input voltage amplitude PI ~ ÛN (for symmetric mains).

∑U

2
N ,i , rms

i

due to the missing connection to the mains neutral point is considered.
Furthermore, as shown in [14], a zero component u0 (Q4 and Q5 in
Fig.II.1) can be derived with low effort directly from phase quantities uN,i’
and used for an extension of the mains voltage pre-control signals mi. With
this one obtains
•
an equal modulation limit as given, e.g., for space-vector modulation
(maximum amplitude of the rectifier input phase voltages fundamental
equal to U0 / 3 ) and
•

a significant reduction of the mains current ripple and of the 3rd
harmonic of the center point current iM as compared to purely sinusoidal
modulation and/or pre-control of only uN,i´.

A detailed description of the whole control structure shown in Fig.II.1,
i.e., the shifting of the pre-control signals mi with a square-wave function
ÎD⋅sign(uN,i’) (cf. Q6, Q7, Q8 in Fig.II.1), the inversion of the output signals
si’ of the pulse width modulators of the phases according to the signs of the
corresponding phase voltages uN,i’ (cf. XOR-gates Q9, Q10, Q11in Fig.II.1),
the balancing of the partial output voltages uC+, uC- by an offset i0* (added to

Fig.II.2: Block diagram of the derivation of the mains phase current
reference values iN,i* from the output p* of the output voltage
controller.

For two-phase operation or for heavily unbalanced mains voltage the
maximum value of the output power is limited automatically according to a
current amplitude of ÎN,max (in the phase with the highest voltage amplitude).
The input currents are proportional to the corresponding mains phase
voltages uN,i’, i.e., a phase with a lower input voltage is loaded by a lower
current. This symmetric ohmic loading of the phases of the mains could help
to prevent overloading (and/or tripping of a fuse located, e.g., at the output of
a distribution transformer) of an already heavily loaded phase and/or result in
a higher power being available from the mains as compared to two-phase
operation after tripping of the fuse.
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As shown in Eq.(I.5) (cf. part I) for the multiplier free current control the
carrier signal amplitude ÎD can be interpreted as input conductivity g of the
system for constant output voltage U0, i.e.
IˆD = g ⋅ U 0 .

(II.5)

∑U

2
N ,i ,rms

i

As shown in Fig.II.6 both control concepts provide a high quality of the
input current, the input currents do not show any significant differences and
are guided proportional to the zero sequence free input voltages uN,i’.
The dependency of the total harmonic distortion of the input currents
(THD A) and of the power factor λ on the output power is given in Fig.II.4.
There the performance of the multiplier free control concept (cf. Part I
Fig.I.6) is higher as compared to the conventional control for low output
power levels (PO<1.6kW). The opposite is true for higher output power, but,
considering the limited accuracy of the measurement equipment the
performance can be considered about equal for both concepts.

Therefore, the calculation of the carrier signal amplitude ÎD has to be
performed in an analog way as the calculation of the input conductivity glim*
(cf. Eq.(II.4)) for the conventional control in order to ensure ÎN < ÎN,max in a
wide input voltage range and for unbalanced mains phase voltages.
In the case at hand a low cost microcontroller (ATMEL AT90S8535,
which is US$ 6.00 in single pieces) is employed for performing the
calculation of ÎD. The microcontroller handles also the control of the total
output voltage, the symmetry of both partial output voltages, the automatic
start-up, the input voltage supervisory, the converter output current feedforward (cf. iL in Fig.II.3), the hick-up mode at light load, the signalization of
failures and could provide a digital or analog interface to a central
supervising unit in case of paralleling of a higher number of converters. So
the costs of the microcontroller in comparison to a discrete realization of
equal functionality are comparably low.

Power Factor

Fig.II.3: Block diagram of the derivation of the carrier amplitude ÎD
from the output p* of the output voltage controller.
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Fig.II.4: Total harmonic distortion of the input currents (THD A) and
of the power factor λ for the conventional and for the multiplier free
control concept (cf. Part I Fig.I.6) in dependency on the rectifier output
power.

II.4 Experimental Results
The experimental investigation was performed in connection with a
prototype of the VIENNA Rectifier with the following ratings:
Output power:
Input voltage rms line to line:
Input current maximum:
Output voltage:
Switching frequency:

PO
UN
ÎN,max
U0
fs

=
=
=
=
=

5kW
400V
12A
675V
25kHz.

In order not to exceed the maximum input current value of the rectifier
the output power was decreased to 3.2kW (approx. 60% of nominal output
power) in order to showing the behavior of the system for balanced mains
and under heavily unbalanced mains voltage conditions for equal output
power.
In Fig.II.6 the experimental results under the following four mains
voltages conditions are shown for the conventional control (cf. Fig.II.6, left
hand side) and for the multiplier free control (cf. Fig.II.6, right hand side):
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

symmetric mains
phase R is disconnected from the mains
phase R is disconnected from the mains and connected to mains phase S
phase R is disconnected from the mains and connected to the neutral N.

(a)

(b)

Fig.II.5: Comparison of the realization effort of the control concepts
based on the number of integrated circuits being required for the
practical realization of the conventional (a) and of the multiplier free
control concept (b). Integrated circuits which have to be provided in
equal function for both concepts (i.e. for the calculation of the
conductivity g*lim and/or of the carrier amplitude ÎD (cf. Fig.II.3) and or
for protection) are not shown.
A comparison of the realization effort of the control concepts (cf.
Fig.II.5) concerning the number of integrated circuits yields about half of
the size of the printed circuit board area in case parts being necessary for
both types of control in equal function (microcontroller, input current
measurement, protection functions etc.) are not considered.
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Fig.II.5: Time behavior of the phase voltages uN,i and of the input phase currents iN,i of the VIENNA Rectifier for four different mains voltage
conditions (shown by phasor diagram) as resulting for the conventional current control concept (left hand side) and for the multiplier free current
control (right side), cf. Part I, Fig.I.6; (a): symmetric mains, (b): phase R disconnected, (c): phase R disconnected from the mains and connected to
phase S and (d): phase R disconnected from the mains and connected to the neutral.
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II.5 Conclusions
Part II of this paper shows the operation of a three phase PWM
(VIENNA) Rectifier operating with symmetric and heavily unbalanced
mains voltage for application of a conventional phase current control and for
the novel multiplier free current control concept (cf. Part I, Fig.I.6). The
difference in performance of both concepts is minor but the multiplier free
control concept does allow to save about 40% of board space for the
realization of the basic controller function. Taking into consideration the
additional parts which are required in equal form for both concepts (input
current measurement, output voltage measurement and control, supervisory
functions and microcontroller), the saving in board space will be, however,
only in the range of about 10%. A further advantage of the multiplier free
control concept is that no information about the sign or magnitude of the
input phase voltages is required for performing the control function.
Furthermore, in contrast to the conventional control concept there is no
requirement of an adjustment of the amplitude of the triangular shaped
carrier signal and of the amplitude of rectangular shaped pre-control signal
mi to the rectifier voltage transfer ratio. This would be especially
advantageous for applications where the output voltage level is considered as
a degree of freedom for maximizing the efficiency of the rectifier in
combination with a DC-to-DC converter connected in series at the output. A
drawback of the multiplier free control concept is the requirement of
generating two unipolar triangular shaped carrier signals with adjustable
amplitude and high accuracy (equal amplitudes of both carrier signals and
minimum and/or maximum value equal to 0).
Finally, we would like to point out that for medium performance
applications the derivation of the carrier amplitudes ÎD could be performed
without a microcontroller (cf. Fig.II.7). There, the ripple of the peak value of
the input currents has to be low pass filtered in order not to distort the shape
of the input currents and/or the partition of the output voltage.
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